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 The financial markets were characterized by continued low volatility as well as elevated stock valuations 

in the third quarter of 2017. While fixed income returns hovered the flatline for the quarter, stocks generated 

modest, albeit healthy returns. The economy is meanwhile showing signs of stable growth, despite the lack of 

progress on any major legislation in Washington. This once again begs the question of whether government 

intervention is a necessary or desirable ingredient for fostering healthier economic growth.  

 Nor does the economy seem to need ultra-low interest rates to drive further momentum. The Federal 

Reserve remains on track to gradually raise interest rates and to begin reducing its gargantuan balance sheet. 

There is still some uncertainty as to the pace of this normalization of monetary policy, especially in the face of 

continued low inflation. But it seems as if the Federal Reserve will continue down the path to normalization. 

 Last quarter we highlighted the underperformance of value stocks in comparison to growth stocks. 

While growth stocks once again outperformed value stocks, our value focused strategy performed relatively 

well. While some of our favorite value stocks were stellar performers during the quarter, we believe many are 

still trading at a wide discount to their fair value. Thus, we have been reluctant sellers and portfolio turnover 

remains low.  

 We previously highlighted our concerns regarding elevated stock market valuations. But we do not yet 

see any catalysts on the horizon that could upend the stock market rally. Nonetheless, we expect that volatility 

will likely trend higher from current low levels as global central bankers wind down monetary accommodation. 

Thus, we do expect the path to healthy returns could become more parlous. No reason for investors to panic - 

but be prepared for a likely shift in market dynamics. 

 

Stocks to Bank On in a More Challenging Environment 

 

 If our market thesis proves correct, where can investors find safer havens? In prior cycles, utility stocks 

were one place to find shelter with their steady earnings streams and high dividend yields. But utility stocks are 

now trading at historically high valuations and are not generating dividend yields much above market average. 

 Thus, it makes sense to look for other sectors with more modest valuations, rising dividend yields and 

strong fundamentals. The one sector where we see these attributes clearly is the banking sector.  

 Really? But look what happened just 10 short years ago to the banking sector in the last bear market – a 

near death spiral for banks and brokers! But closer inspection reveals a sector that has radically changed from a 

decade ago and why these companies are positioned to outperform in the coming years. Here is just a partial list 

of the many positive attributes for the banking sector: 

1. Banks are more highly capitalized than they have been in years, if not, decades. 

2. Increased regulations have caused banks to be more disciplined with regard to risk taking. 

3. The credit environment remains quite benign. 

4. The Republican administration has put a cap on some of the most onerous regulations. 

5. Interest rate increases by the Federal Reserve are helping banks expand their interest margins. 

6. Banks are planning to increase their return to shareholders in coming years due to excess capital. 

7. Comprehensive tax reform will be especially helpful to high taxpayers such as banks. 

Even if some of the positive catalysts do not ultimately pan out, valuations of bank stocks continue to be 

markedly lower than the market. Barring a recession next year, we see investors increasing allocation to bank 

stocks because of their expected earnings and dividend growth. You can take that prediction to the bank! 
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